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Dual Language Classroom Reflection


The classroom environments in a DLE program must reflect the goal of bilingualism and biliteracy. To that end,
there should be equal representation of both languages in the each classroom environment. The environmental
elements of the Dual Language Classroom serve the purpose of promoting and valuing the language development
that is occurring. The labels, word walls and student-generated alphabets are references that students can use in
writing and LOD activities: vocabulary development in two languages is the ultimate goal. Academic content area
center activities in both languages promote language and vocabulary development as well as content knowledge.
Your classroom is a book and you want to “read the room” with your students as much as possible in the LOD or
LOI.

The classroom environment is very important to the students!
What messages are being conveyed through the walls around them?

Dual Language Classroom Reflection


Please take a few moments to reflect on your classroom environment.

Labels


Each classroom should have AT LEAST 20-25 labels.



English Labels must be in BLUE (or on blue paper) and Spanish Labels must
be in RED (or on red paper).



Review your labels with your class in the Language of the Day (MWFSpanish, TTh-English)



Label items in your classroom with grade appropriate vocabulary.

http://gomezandgomez.com/resources.html

Student Generated Alphabet/SGA


Student Generated Alphabet should be created with students own words.
They must be unique and reflect words that students use in conversations.



Tip: assign each student a letter, allow them to come up with the word
independently and have them complete their letter, word, and drawing in
pencil. Once it has been approved, allow students to go over it in
marker/color.



SGA should not be a replica of any store bought program that is already in
use in the classroom.

Student Generated Alphabet/SGA


Student generated alphabets should be created in both languages with
different vocabulary. (NOT TRANSLATED FROM ENGLISH TO SPANISH)



Students should complete the entire page independently. (Letters,
pictures, words, sentences)




PK-K- can have the letter already printed both uppercase and lowercase.

SGA should be at student’s eye level as best possible for it is used during
LOD or anytime students need words to generate language and writing. If
only one is possible, it should be the one being used for SLAR or ELAR
(teaching ELAR-English one at eye level or vice versa)

Student Generated Alphabet/SGA

***Pictures Provided by G&G Consultant and are to be used for instructional purpose only

SGA 1st grade and beyond

***Pictures Provided by G&G Consultant and are to be used for instructional purpose only

Word Walls


Word walls should be interactive meaning:


Students should be able to
•

Reach the word (within students reach )

•

Remove the word

•

Add words

•

Use words to formulate sentence

•

https://1drv.ms/v/s!AinLQd2dZDWWghNZPE-RF8nJPyp7

Word Walls


Pre-Kinder- minimum of one word per day in both languages.



K-5th grade- words walls should have a minimum of 3 words per day in the
language of language arts instruction, and one word per day in the other
language.
Formulas
Pre-K

Days of School x 1= amount of words in word wall
Kinder-5th Grade
Days of School x 3= amount of words in the word wall

Bilingual Pair Activity


With your bilingual pair calculate the days of school and multiply to solve for the amount
of words you should have in your word wall.
Formulas

Pre-K
Days of School x 1= amount of words in word wall for both languages
Kinder-5th Grade
Days of School x 3= amount of words in the word wall for Language Arts instruction
Weeks of School X 5 = amount of words in the word wall for other language.
***Use district calendar to Solve
Once Completed use the following sentence stem to Publish your work.
________ is the amount of words I should have is my word wall.

Types of Words in Word Walls


Pre-K and Kinder should have a minimum of 50% high frequency words
that students don’t know how to spell correctly yet.



1st grade should have 25% High Frequency words they don’t know yet. The
rest of the words should be words that come up in natural
conversations/discussions.



CONTENT WORDS SHOULD NOT GO IN THE WORD WALLS.

Word Wall Sample

Banking Systems for Word Walls


Once we fill out words pertaining to a specific letter we should begin a
banking system and remove words students are already familiar with first.

Why use Word Walls?


Words walls should be utilized by students and they should be encouraged
to use them when in need of spelling assistance.

Content Boards/ Bulletin Boards


Content Boards should include current weeks content vocabulary,
bilingual pair work(current week or previous week), and TEKS Objective.

Words Walls + Content Boards
=
Reflective Journals


Students should be encouraged to use both word walls and content
boards to build sentences in their Reflective journals.



Students can be provided with a sentence stem.
ex. Today I learned about _________.



It is recommended that sentence stems be changed every 2-3 weeks.

Journal Writing


Journal writing should be reflective.



Ex. Today I learned ______. What I liked about the lesson was _______. One
thing I learned was ________.



Students should focus on writing 1st and drawing last if time permits. They
should use both content boards and word walls to build their sentences.

Journal Writing Benchmarks


Pre-K- By the end of their 1st year students should be able to write (on their
own not copy or use a stem) one complete sentence in their native
language. They must also be able to read one sentence in L1.



K-1st grade Benchmark- By the end of their second year students should be
able to Create/Write a Full Page in their native language and a half page
in their second language.

Journal Entries



All journal entries must be dated by the students.



Write Daily (For the week 3 times in math journal, 2 times in science
journals, and 2 times in social studies journal.



Always request a full page even if it is not realistic. Have high expectations
and push you students to the limit.



Content Boards



Journal Writing

Journal Writing Activity


Circle Map Activity



Using Sentence Stem


______________ is for _____________.



Review all Thinking Maps

Bilingual Pairs


Students should be placed in pairs. (2 students)



The pairing should be based on:
•

Language proficiency

•

Academic proficiency

•

Personality



If you have an SLAR class or All Spanish dominant students find the one who is most dominant in
English to be the English in the pair.



***Exception to the rule of 2’s or pairs is when you have an odd number of students, someone is
absent, or special accommodations are needed.

Bilingual Pair Activities


Turn and Talk




Paraphrasing Pairs




Think time is provided before pairing and sharing

Write Pair Share




Restatement of what the partner stated

Think Pair Share




Tell your neighbor; heads together

Share the writing task

Read Pair Share


Share the reading task; stop to discuss reading

Bilingual Pairs/Turn and Talk

Bilingual Pairs (cont.)


Re-pair students every 6 weeks or earlier if needed.



Bilingual pairs work together throughout the entire day with their partner.
The only exception is during reflective writing, or assessments.



Bilingual Pairs complete one project, assignment, activity, and or page.

Exit Ticket


Please rate the following Dual Language Components that you would
enjoy more training on.



Labels



Student Generated Alphabet



Words Walls



Bilingual Pairs



Bilingual Centers



Other: __________________

